SkyFlex
AIR BARRIER
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consists of two layers of aluminum foil laminated to a layer of woven polyethylene.SkyFlex includes low
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barrier systems typically are assembled from materials incorporated in
assemblies that are interconnected to create enclosures.Each of these three
elements has measurable resistance to airflowThe recommendedminimum
resistances or air permeances for the three components are listed as follows:
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Test Data
ASTM E 2178
- TtN @75 Pa
Air Permeability
ASTM E-96 Water Vapor
Permeance Class  Vapor Retarder 0.0
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Materials and assemblies that meet these performance requirements are said
to be air barrier materials and air barrier assemblies. Air barrier materials
incorporated in air barrier assemblies that in turn are interconnected to create
enclosures are called air barrier systems.
Air Barriersis a Building Construction
In multi-unit/townhouse/apartment construction the air barrier system
separates the conditioned air from any given unit and adjacent units. Air
barrier systems also typically define the location of the pressure boundary of
the building enclosure. The air barrier system also separates garages from
conditioned spaces. In this regard the air barrier system is also the “gas
barrier” and provides the gas-tight separation between a garage and the
remainder of the house or building.1
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Table of Emittances E-Values
Aluminum Foil . . . . . . . . . . . . .03-.05
Common building materials,
including wood, masonry, and
standard mass insulation. . . . .82-.90

1. BSD-104: Understanding Air Barriers, Building Science Corporation.
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using the Thermal Resistance Tables from the ASHRAE Handbook.

Wall System R-value Examples:
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0.75" Enclosed Air Space
1.50" Enclosed Air Space
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emitted by a body to that emitted by an
ideal black body at the same temperature.
Emittance ranges from 0 to 1.0, the lower the
better for thermal performance.

Added R =1.7
Added R = 2.9
Added R = 2.6

Based on a Mean Temperature of 50 degrees F, 30 degrees differential.
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